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The term health paradox has fixed itself into popular discourse in 

public health, sociology, and demography as a way to describe 

 counterintuitive findings related to health and social positioning. 

Take, for example, one of the hallmark health paradoxes: the Black-

white mental health paradox. This refers to the unexplained phe-

nomenon of Black Americans—despite experiencing more stress 

exposure, discrimination, and socioeconomic adversity, and as a  

result being in generally worse physical health—exhibiting lower  

rates of depressive and anxiety disorders relative to white Ameri-

cans (Jackson et al., 2010; Mezuk et al., 2013; Williams, 2018; Wil-

liams & Mohammed, 2008). Disproportionate exposure to stress and 

discrimination starts in early life (Liu et al., 2016; Thoits, 2010) and 

continues well into older adulthood for Black Americans (Brown  
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et  al., 2018). Why then do Black people not always report higher 

rates of mental health disorders relative to whites? It may be that the 

Black-white paradox in mental health is an artifact of measurement 

error, implying existing anxiety and depression measures do not 

effectively capture the psychopathology of Black Americans (Anesh-

ensel & Mitchell, 2014; Takayanagi et al., 2014; Wetherell & Areán, 

1997). While there isn’t enough empirical evidence to suggest that 

measurement error is the only culprit (Erving et  al., 2018; Mezuk 

et  al., 2013), psychopathology and diagnoses of psychiatric disor-

ders have a long history of being centered and steeped in whiteness 

(Hunter & Schmidt, 2010).

Still, the Black-white mental health paradox escapes easy explana-

tion, but the assumption remains that white Americans should have 

better mental health than Black Americans based on differences in 

discrimination, stress exposure, education, income, and wealth. But 

data are painting a different picture. Social scientists, including James 

Jackson, David Williams, Lisa Bates, David Barnes, Dawn Mouzon, 

and Katherine Keyes, have spent their careers interrogating alter-

native hypotheses for the paradox. These hypotheses range from 

theories about Black-white differences in stress and coping (Brown 

et al., 2018; Keyes, 2009), protective factors (Mouzon, 2010, 2017), 

and health behaviors (Mezuk et  al., 2013; Schnittker  & Do, 2020). 

James Jackson’s environmental affordances model asserts that health 

behaviors—specifically alcohol and illicit drug use—in Black Ameri-

cans lessens the effects of stress exposure on mental health while 

harming physical health (Mezuk et al., 2013). Dawne Mouzon (2010, 

2017) tested hypotheses around race-specific protective factors like 

religiosity and social support that suggest that Black people have 

adapted coping mechanisms and other psychosocial resources that 

leave them better able to manage the mental health consequences 

of adversity. A  recent study found that higher use of prescription 

medications that have negative metal health side effects account 

for higher rates of depression and suicide among white Americans 

(Schnittker & Do, 2020).
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All of these hypotheses need more empirical support, yet the Black-

white mental health paradox is a key empirical finding that suggests 

that factors other than stress exposure, discrimination, and socio-

economic adversity contribute to race differences in psychological 

well-being. In order to understand why Black Americans bear dispro-

portionate stress exposure but similar or better mental health relative 

to whites, we consider race differences in not only stress exposure but 

also stress appraisal—how upsetting stress exposures are perceived 

to be (see Brown et al., 2020). Our study is novel for two reasons. 

First, instead of focusing on measurement error in mental health as an 

explanation for the paradox, we ask if there is something unique about 

the stress experience of Black Americans that is not captured by our 

general measures of stress exposure. Second, we explore evidence 

and explanations for the mental health paradox in anxiety and depres-

sion symptomology among older adults whom have faced a lifetime 

of chronic adversity. Black Americans may be better able to reframe 

their outlook on life, particularly in old age (Epel, 2009), affecting their 

psychological and behavioral responses to stress. Using data from the 

health and retirement study (HRS), we examine Black-white differences 

in stress exposure and appraisal on depressive and anxiety symptoms. 

The HRS is an ongoing community-based biennial study of diverse US 

adults age 51 and older that began in 1992, with the aim of improving 

our understanding of the social, economic, environmental, and behav-

ioral factors associated with the health of older adults.

Building on the idea that the stress experience is different for 

older Black adults, we hypothesized that stress appraisal processes 

may inform our understanding of Black-white patterning in mental 

health. Our findings suggest stress theory has oversimplified the rela-

tionship between stress, socioeconomic disadvantage, discrimination, 

and mental health for Black older adults. First, Figure 1 shows older 

Black Americans report greater exposure to chronic stressors than 

older white Americans across health, housing, relationship, financial, 

and caregiving domains that undoubtedly have consequences for their 

mental health and well-being (Brown et al., 2020).
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For both Black and white older adults, reporting greater exposure 

to chronic stress increases the likelihood of reporting more anxiety 

and depressive symptoms, especially when that stress exposure is con-

sidered to be upsetting for them. Yet there are notable race differ-

ences in stress exposure that place Black older adults at higher risk for 

reporting more anxiety and depressive symptoms relative to whites. 

For example, we establish an important link between financial and 

housing strain in late-life mental health. Black older adults are at least 

two times as likely to report facing financial and housing insecurity. 

These are severe and often unrelenting stressors patterned by social 

and structural disadvantages over the life course, capturing the most 

common hardships in later life for older Black adults (Brown et  al., 

2020). Several studies have documented broad psychological distress 

or depression among older adults who face financial and housing 

hardship (Angel et al., 2003; Kahn & Pearlin, 2006). Older adults who 

have difficulty paying bills have been shown to delay or forego taking 

medications due to cost, which can have a devastating impact on men-

tal health symptoms in addition to their physical health (Marshall et al., 

2017, 2020). Experiencing financial or housing insecurity in later life 

poses a serious threat to the mental well-being of older Black adults.
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Figure 1. Black older adults more exposed to health, financial, residential 
strain, & relationship strain
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Yet, our findings also suggest that the degree to which a person 

appraises a stress exposure as a threat is crucial in determining the men-

tal health consequences of stress exposure. Figure 2 shows that older 

Black adults generally appraise chronic stress exposure as less upset-

ting relative to older whites, suggesting they respond to stress differ-

ently, adapting to differential historical and current lived experiences.

We found stress appraisal independently predicts anxiety and 

depressive symptoms and it helps explain how Black-white differences 

in chronic stress exposure affect mental health symptomology. Stress 

appraisal moderates the interaction between race and stress exposure 

on anxiety symptoms and fully accounts for the interaction between 

race and stress exposure on depressive symptoms. Incorporating stress 

appraisal into disparity research may help us understand the similar or 

lower rates of depressive and anxiety disorders among Black Americans 

relative to white Americans despite large disparities in stress exposure 

and physical health in mid and late life. Stress appraisal is an overlooked 

pathway by which Black older adults may simultaneously report more 

exposure to stressors and adapt to that exposure, acknowledging the 

resourcefulness, resilience, agency, and effort Black Americans have 

used and are using to survive into older adulthood.
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Figure 2. Black older adults less upset across every chronic stress domain
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Perhaps the African proverb is true: smooth seas do not make 

skillful sailors. Black older adults experience more stress but have also 

adapted ways to cope, some of which are likely intergenerational. 

Scholars increasingly recognize that the pathways to mental health 

unfold in different ways for Black and white Americans. Our findings 

suggest that these groups differ both in how much stress they expe-

rience and in how they respond to that stress. It may be that Black 

older adults have access to racially salient positive resources (i.e., 

religiosity, social support, racial identity) that may buffer the effects 

of stress on health. Although recent studies suggest that neither 

religious involvement (Mouzon, 2017), family relationships (Mouzon, 

2010), nor relationships of choice (Mouzon, 2010) appear to explain 

the Black-white paradox in mental health, it is highly plausible that 

given a prolonged history of marginalization, older Black adults have 

developed unique coping mechanisms that may account for their 

mental hardiness.

The intersections of race and aging may also be an important 

factor by which older Black adults, over time, have developed astute 

coping mechanisms to buffer the effects of stress on mental health. 

Since Black older adults in our sample came of age during Jim Crow, 

desegregation, and the civil rights era, its plausible that they may 

perceive the chronic stressors that are measured in our study as less 

stressful since they have lived through very overt periods of racism 

and discrimination. This exposure to stress over the life course may 

have led them, as older adults, to strong adaptive mechanisms to help 

reframe stress or develop cognitive shifts to reduce the stressfulness 

of an exposure (Amirkhan, 1994; Harrell, 2000). Habituation, a the-

ory originating in neurobiology, may be a particularly relevant stress 

response for older Black adults since the repetitiveness of chronic 

stress exposures over time lead to decreases in stress response or 

appraisals (Grissom & Bhatnagar, 2009). Importantly, these hypothe-

ses engage race and age-specific stress and coping mechanisms that 

highlight the distinct stress experience for older Black adults, a point 

that is relevant for all future Black-white paradox work. Future work 
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will also need to explore at what point culturally based ways of cop-

ing no longer provide an effective way to deal with stress and mental 

health issues and become a barrier to accessing professional care.

Understanding the impact of chronic stress on the mental health of 

older adults represents an important frontier that is being magnified 

in the current collective global context. In the midst of the corona-

virus pandemic, Black older adults have faced a plethora of uncer-

tainties with respect to their health, worries which were exacerbated 

amid some of the isolation due to social distancing policies of the pan-

demic. The additional layer of economic uncertainty faced by many 

during the pandemic (Richter, 2020) necessitate solutions that alleviate 

financial insecurity and ensure adequate and stable housing for Black 

older adults. Financial security and stable housing are foundational 

resources and fundamental rights that older adults deserve access 

to. In order to fully address these chronic stressors, we also need to 

address the structural and institutional racism that perpetuates dis-

crimination in access to housing and financial security. This may be one 

important mechanism by which we can directly address disparities in 

mental health for older adults.
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